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County voters backing pot tax
MEASURE A » $6.3 million
a year in revenue would go
to various county services
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County voters overwhelmingly approved a proposed
cannabis business tax Tuesday by
nearly 3-to-1 on a measure that had
no push by supporters and opposition from local marijuana growers.
With ballots from all precincts

counted, Measure A — placed
on the special election ballot by
the Board of Supervisors — had
72.4 percent approval against
27.6 percent opposed.
“I’ll take that,” Board Chairwoman Shirlee Zane said, acknowledging surprise at the lopsided
margin.
Voters throughout the county
were asked to approve a tax of up
to 10 percent on the revenue of
all commercial cannabis growers
and related businesses, including
dispensaries and manufacturers,

were very verbal,” Zane said. “But
the general feeling of voters was
yes, it’s time we tax the marijuana
industry. Even if it might be painful, it’s a pathway to compliance
and legitimacy.”
Alexander Carpenter, a cannabis
industry consultant who heads the
Sonoma County Cultivation Group,
said he was not surprised by the result.
“The cannabis culture is a minority culture,” he said. Opposition

located outside the county’s nine
cities.
The Sonoma County Growers Alliance, which has about 260 members, opposed the tax measure and
critics said it might cripple small
growers, so-called “mom and pop”
operators who have silently made
a major contribution to the local
economy for decades.
But the local industry was unable to fund a campaign against the
tax, while supervisors were its primary backers.
“I think the people against it
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REPEALING OBAMACARE » Health officials, lawmakers warn
of coverage losses, higher costs and defunding of programs

Big risks in new plan

VOTING ON
MEASURE A
The countywide ballot
initiative proposes a tax
on cannabis businesses
to fund regulating the
marijuana industry.

56,713
Support

21,586
Oppose

Results as of 11:19 p.m.

CIA
hacking
tools
released
WikiLeaks’ post of
thousands of files could
undermine agency
By GREG MILLER
AND ELLEN NAKASHIMA
WASHINGTON POST
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About 100 demonstrators gather Tuesday in front of the Santa Rosa offices of Rep. Mike Thompson in protest of Republican proposals that would
defund Planned Parenthood. Billed the American Health Care Act, the GOP’s plan has drawn condemnation from abortion rights advocates.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA

House Speaker
Paul Ryan, center,
Joined by Energy
and Commerce
Committee Chairman Greg Walden,
right, and House
Majority Whip
Kevin McCarthy,
speaks about
the proposed
American Health
Care Act on
Tuesday in
Washington.
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onoma County health care officials Tuesday
warned the newly introduced Obamacare replacement bill could upend the local health
care system, leading to the loss of health coverage
or dramatic benefits cuts to nearly 150,000 residents, and cost thousands of jobs and $200 million
in economic losses.
The plan, introduced Tuesday by House Republicans and
endorsed by President Donald
Trump, is already receiving
strong opposition from conservatives, who said it failed to establish a free-market health care
system, and liberals, who feared
it would cause millions of AmeriRep. Mike
cans to become uninsured.
Thompson
Billed the American Health
North Coast
Care Act, the GOP’s plan also
congressman
included language that would
said, “estimates
defund Planned Parenthood and
are that if
restrict abortion coverage. That
(Obamacare is)
drew condemnation from aborrepealed Calition rights advocates at rallies
fornia could lose
at congressional district offices
350,000 jobs.”
across the country, including at
Rep. Mike Thompson’s in Santa Rosa.
“Defunding Planned Parenthood would be devastating to the reproductive health care of women
in Sonoma County,” Kim Clement, a volunteer and
community organizer, said at a gathering of about
100 people, many carrying signs supporting the organization that also provides birth control, pregnancy screening and testing for sexually transmitted disease to mostly low-income patients.
The GOP plan seeks to “repeal and replace”
TURN TO REPEAL » PAGE A2
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ACA replacement act meets
resistance with GOP leaders
By MIKE DEBONIS AND ROBERT COSTA
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — Republican efforts
to revise the Affordable Care Act met
with widespread resistance Tuesday
from conservatives in and out of Congress, moderates in the Senate and key
industry stakeholders, casting doubt
on the plan’s chances just one day after
House GOP leaders released it.
The most imminent and serious
threat to the plan crafted by House
Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Wisconsin, was
the growing backlash from conservative
lawmakers and powerful outside groups
who argue the draft is nothing more

than “Obamacare Lite,” a disparaging
reference to the former president’s signature 2010 domestic achievement.
The lawmakers do not represent a majority of Republicans in either chamber
of Congress, but there could be enough
of them to scuttle any health care bill
they oppose — and several said Tuesday they intend to use that leverage to
force major changes to the measures.
Their efforts could begin Wednesday
morning at markups of the legislation
before the House Ways and Means, and
Energy and Commerce panels.
But President Donald Trump — who

WASHINGTON — A vast
portion of the CIA’s computer
hacking arsenal appeared to
have been exposed Tuesday by
the anti-secrecy organization
WikiLeaks, which posted thousands of files revealing secret
cyber tools used by the agency
to convert cellphones, televi- INSIDE
sions and other Why the CIA is
ordinary devic- using your TVs,
es into imple- smartphones
ments of espio- and vehicles for
nage.
spying / B1
The trove appeared to lay bare the design and
capabilities of some of the U.S.
intelligence community’s most
closely guarded cyber weapons,
a breach that will likely cause
immediate damage to the CIA’s
efforts to gather intelligence
overseas and place new strain on
the U.S. government’s relationship with Silicon Valley giants
including Apple and Google.
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NUTRITION

Study: 10 food
habits linked
to most deaths

By LINDSEY TANNER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — Gorging on bacon, skimping on nuts? These
are among food habits that new
research links with deaths from
heart disease, strokes and diabetes.
Overeating or not eating
enough of the 10 foods and nutrients contributes to nearly
half of U.S. deaths from these
causes, the study suggests.
“Good” foods that were under-eaten include: nuts and
seeds, seafood rich in omega-3
fats including salmon and sardines; fruits and vegetables; and
whole grains.
“Bad” foods or nutrients that
were over-eaten include salt and
salty foods; processed meats including bacon, bologna and hot
dogs; red meat including steaks
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